
Linear Algebra II
Spring 2024
Exam 2
03/29/24

Name (Print):

This exam contains pages (including tius cover page) and U problems. (‘heck to see if any pages
are rtnssinir. Enter all requested information oii the tot) of this page. and pitt your initials on the
top of every page. in case the pages become separated.

You are required to show your work on each probleii on this exam. The following rules apply:

• If you use a “fundamental theorem” you
must indicate tins and explain why the theorem
may be applied.

• Organize your work. in a. reasonably neat and
coherent vav. in the space provided Work scat—
ered all over the page without a (lear ordering
will receive very little credit.

• Short answer questions: Questions labeled as
“Short Answer’’ can be answered by simply writ
ing an equal ioi I w a sentence or approprial clv

drawnig a figure. No calculations are necessary or
expected for t liese P01 deiris.

• Unless the question is specified as short an
swer, mysterious or unsupported answers
might not receive full credit An incorrect
answer supported by substantially correct calcula
tions and explanations might receive partial credit.

Do not write in the table to the right.

Problem Points Score

1 10

2 5

3 10

1 10

5 15

0 15

7 15

8 10

0 10

Total: 100
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1. (10 points) (Short Answer) Determine if the following statement correct (C) or incorrect
(I) just circle C or I. No need to show am- w-ork. In order for a statemcnt to he correct it
must be True in all cases.

If A c (R) has n distinct eigenvaincs A1. .., A, then the eigenvecto)s
ii,, corresponding to A1 . A,, are all orthogonal with respect to the

standard inner product.

C I If two matrices are sinniar then they have the same eigetivalues.

C If two matrices are similar then they have the same eigenvectors.

C I If all of the eigenvalues of A E 1,, ,, () arc zero then A = 0.

C I If all of the siuguhi.r values of A C Al, (IR) ire zero then A = 0.

2. (5 poiitt s) Short Answer: Write down the properties a. mapping ( ) V x V —> (C must
satisfy to be an inner product on a vector space 1.

i.
2. or
3. <V+>=<d>÷<>
t• <CT3>?Q -it and onyr4 #.tO.
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3. (11) points) Let ñ a’ e “ be orthonormal vectors with respect to the standard i iiier product
and let

2i + 3{2.

—

(a) (5 points) (‘olliplire un2 II.

‘4.-

H)

(h) (5 points) (oni1nite (ii 02).

iv’ ,27:—A_’>
j:
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1. (10 points) Let ?/p 01 (13 E 1R1 be given I)V

1 0 0
— 1 (J 1

1
,03= 1

0 1 0

Find ortlxonorma.1 vectors q. q, j C 1R4 snch tha.t spatifap °2, oa} = span{qj. , }.

LYitl
a;— (a;4>—<%1

Z fl xrz

•

- rtltI
- f rjH V1 •

V2.
L4
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5. (15 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Let A , (C). Write down two equivalent (lefinitions
that A nnist satisfy in order to be a unitary matrix.

c or4hsbOr41

(h) (5 points) Short Answer: Let A c (C). \\5ite down two equivalent definitions
that A tittist satisfy iii order to be a Hertuitiati matrix.

(c) (5 points) Show that if A c K[ (C) is unitary and A2 = I then A is Herniitian.

V

1’

1-
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6. (13 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Let U he a subspace of a vector space V. Write down the
definition of U’.

rmLl treu3.

(h) (5 points) Give an example of a iiiatrix A C 1Ii (IR) for \vliicli

ker(A) = iin(A).

A ‘ (‘1

(c) (5 points) Give an example of a. matrix A C AI44(R) for which

ker(A) = ini(A)1.

Atro oo
10 coo
IOOlb
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7. (15 points) Let ii E t111 (C) satisfy- 1 with respect to the standard inner product . Let
A E :iI, > (C) be the matrix defined by

A I — 2UT.

(a) (5 points) Show that A2 =

L

(b) (5 points) Show that i/is au cigetivector of A and find its correspoiidiiig eigenvalue.

r -
-

(e) (5 points) Suppose is orthogonal to if. Show that f is an eigeinector of A and find its
corresponding eigenvalue.
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8. (10 points) Short Answer: Find the S\TD of the following matrix

1, t3

U--I

•Ut 1-Ydt1
Ut!

1 0 0
11= 0 3 0

0 0 —2

)‘ELlJ’Lcd
•zrn) drno]

011r300-JrogolOoIjO.ZoIIeej
L’1 VILOOIJL$o&

9. (10 points) The figure below is the nnage of unit hail nailer the action of a matrix A e AI72 (C).
The poitits on the ellipse are located at. the major and semi—major axis.
Short Answer: If the SYD of A is given by A (JEV, find possible matrices for U. E and
or briefly explain why it is impossible to cleterinhw one or more of these jiiatrices.

y

(ii
22

(I- I)

1.0

J

Xrj
C.flflb+ 1< de+trsacL-‘7-


